
^ 'C9eria tq'\cbahts Advice Setq'
Tenants Advice Service Inc

Phone Enquiries: J Perrelt 922,9499

23 September 20.1

Hon. Adele Farina MLC
Chairman

Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review
Parliament House,
PERTH WA 6000

.
Dear Minister

Inquiry into Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill 201.1

I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 8 September 201.1 advising of the progress of the
Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill 201.1 through the Parliament.

The Tenants Advice Service [TAS] has a significant stake in the review of the Residential Tenancies
Act 1987. As an independent not for profit community based group our mission is to

TAS is keen to see many of the changes outlined in the Bill proceed because they represent what
are long overdue consumer protection reforms.

Having said that there are some specific aspects of the Bill that are riot what we consider to be
progressive amendments, especially those that relate to disruptive behaviour and the fact that
the State through the Department of Housing will be equipped with greater powers than a private
property owner. Our views are more broadly canvassed in the attached submission that has been
prepared after consultation with members of the State Residential Tenancy Network and other
community groups.

Please note that this submission is the same that was widely circulated to all members of the
Legislative Assembly in August 201.1.

Yours sincerely
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John Perrett

Executive Officer

Tenants Advice Line
PO Box 6057 East Perth WA 6892 phone 08 9221 0088 (Metro)
admin 08 922L 9499 fax 08 9221 9609 phone 1800 621 888 (Country)
emailtas@taswa. org web WWW. haswa. org Community Workers Line
ABN 57 997 204 986 phone 08 9221 9499

A not-70r~profit, community legai centre protecting tenants rights.
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11 ,. Executive Summary
.. .,,,., ,, ..,.,.",., *,, . ~..~~_,.,~.~,.~~~.,_. ~.~~~.~

Tenants Advice Service (TAS) is a not-for-profit community legal centre established and
funded to provide quality education and legal information to residential tenants and

community workers in Western Australia. TAS provides the only specialist tenancy service
for residential tenants in Western Australia. TAS recognises the need for tenancy support
and that to support the tenant's rights, there is a demand for quality legal advice. In
addition, TAS also works closely with the Department of Commerce and other organisations
over changes to policies and legislations to enhance protection fortenants.

This paper outlines a number of issues relating to proposed reforms contained in the

Residentiol Tenondes Amendment Bill 2011 and the inclusion of new laws specifically
relating to social housing.,
.Consultation

The Review of the Residenti^I Tenoncies Act, 1987, (the Act) commenced in late 2001.

In March 2008, the Department of Consumer Protection released a policy report following a
consultant's report conducted by the Stainfords. The consultants made 1.83

recommendations in its report. The Department's policy report picked up the
recommendations, added its own in-house comments and developed 1.58 proposals for
further comment.

The Department embarked on an intense period of consultation with representatives of the

real estate industry and not for profit organisations involved in the tenancy sector,

The consultation included a review of a number of provisions contained in the Resident^^I

Tenoncies Act 1,987 and then~a further proposed set of changes to regulate the use and
operation of residential tenancy databases.

....,.,,,."",, ,"". ... . -. .~.

.

o

, . I

, . .

ISOCial Housing
~... ....,,,.. .

However, there has been no meaningful consultation by the Government in regards to the
decision to regulate social housing tenancies.

The proposition of allowing a social housing provider to apply to the Court for an order to

terminate a tenancy on the grounds of objectionable behaviour without notice of a breach

is in TAS's view a denial of natural justice to the tenant.

The Bill also contains provisions that allow a social housing provider to terminate the
tenancy agreement on the ground that the tenant is not eligible for social housing premises
and/or offered alternative social housing premises by the lessor.

-... . ..-..,.. ~

\. .
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The Bill provides the Minister to set the criteria for eligibility of social housing premises. It is
disappointing that details of the criteria were not released with the Bill.

There is limited information within the Bill to identify or determine what is objectionable
behaviour and how it interacts with the Department of Housing's 'three strikes' policy.

TAS is deeply concerned that the definition of 'objectionable behaviour'is unclear in the Bill
and many tenants may face homelessness due to unjust allegations.

Social housing is housing of last resort. Tenants in this class of housing are vulnerable if their
social housing agreements are terminated and may lead to many ending up homeless.
Therefore, these provisions appear to be inconsistent with the Federal Government's White
Paper on Homelessness (The Rood Home)to halve homelessness by 2020.

The threshold for 'nuisance' in these provisions are lesser than a nuisance at law and TAS is

of opinion that this is an obvious discrimination towards social housing tenants as this
standard is not applied to private tenants.

TAS is strongly opposed to people being made homeless due to objectionable or anti-social
behaviour. This includes behaviour arising from mental illness, disability and social
exclusion. Removing a person or a family from a tenancy does not assist in addressing the
underlying causes of alleged objectionable behaviour.

Social housing is the housing provider of the last resort for most people, serving those most
in need within the society. The provisions are considered draconian and are an over reaction

on the part of Government. It is forthis reason and the common good that the Government
through the Department of Housing has a responsibility to genuinely engage and support its
social housing clients in a meaningful manner that prevents an increase in homelessness
rather than solve a problem by eviction.

J

J

,

Tenancy-D^tabaseS -
. ~ .,.,..,,~..."."..~~~ .... .~ ..

These positive changes reflect a national response to regulating tenancy databases across
Australia and are a welcome reform to the rental market in Western Australia where

tenants have had no consumer protection against vexatious complaints.

Often, a tenant's ability to find alternative housing is seriously compromised while their
name appears on a database for a breach or petty allegation.

....,,..--.....- ~.~,

_~,. * ,'..

".......*"-'-,'.'

For a list of all our recommendations, please refer to page 25-26 of this paper,

. ,. .., . ,.... .. ...

(-)
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Tenants Advice Service (WA) (TAS)is a not-for-profit community legal centre funded to

provide quality education and legal information to residential tenants and community
workers in Western Australia. TAS provides the only specialist tenancy service for
residential tenants in Western Australia and we recognise the need for tenancy support
and that to support the tenant's rights, there is a demand for quality legal advice. TAS is
the central resource unit for the WA tenancy network which consists of 20 other

agencies that employ advocates to provide tenancy advice throughout WA. In addition,

TAS also works closely with government departments and other organisations in

implementing changes to policies and legislations to increase protection fortenants.

C\

,.

Introduction and Scope

.--.--... . - .-~... -~~,,-...,~-..,., ..... .,,... .- ..-...

.......~,,,...-,..~..~,..,,,",,,,",""",.,.".,.,....,.....,, .

TAS provides education and legal advice under the Residential Tenancies Act 1987 hence

TAS has knowledge and expertise to comment on the Bill. TAS' knowledge and expertise

in tenancy law is greatly drawn from daily direct interactions with tenants who have

problems and due to the imbalance of power between the tenant and the lessor, the

tenants sometimes feel that the Residential Tenancies Act 3,987 does not provide them
with enough protection. TAS has been one of the key stakeholders involved in the

review of the Residential Tenancies Act 1,987 and TAS is happy to acknowledge that TAS

previous recommendations have been introduced into the Bill. TAS supports the ^illin
principle but would like to make further recommendations to the Bill to increase the

protection oftenant's rights.

TAS has a vested interest on behalf of its clients in seeing meaningful amendments in
the RTA Bill 201.1 and regulations. TAS sincerely hopes that the issues and

recommendations in this report are considered to increase protection for a large
number of WA households who are covered under the Bill.

...~.. " ..... ~.,

o

,.. ., . .. , .. ....
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In this report, the Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill 201.1 is referred to as 'the Bill'. The
Residential Tenancies Act is referred to as 'the RTA'.

4.1. Property Condition Reportand Final Inspection
Clause 22 of the Bill which inserts Section 27C into the RTA

C1. 22 of the Bill which inserts s27C (4) into the RTA requires the lessors to conduct a final

inspection and prepare a final Property Condition Report 'as soon as practicable after the
termination of a tenancy'. However, the proposed S27C (I. ) prescribes a time limit (7 days)
for lessor to prepare a Property Condition Report. The time limit for providing Property
Condition Report at start of tenancy should be consistent with time limit for providing
Property Condition Report at the termination of tenancy. TAS receives calls from tenants
stating that many weeks have passed since they vacated the property however the lessor
has yet to conduct the final inspection. It is often the case in these circumstances that when
the inspection is finally undertaken the condition of the property has altered - dust and dirt
build up, gardens may have deteriorated, leaves accumulated. Some tenants are required to
return to the property to "remedy the breach" invariably leading to dispute and impacting
on the disposal of the bond.

,

Recommendation I. : TAS recommends that 7 days be prescribed in c1. 22 of the Billin which
the Ie^sor is to conduct a final inspection, prepare a report and provide it to the tenant.

,

,

C1. 22 of the Bill which inserts s27C (5) into the RTA states that the tenant is to be given a

'reasonable opportunity' to be present at the final inspection. Tenants are often riot allowed
to be present during final inspection and this has the potential to disadvantage the tenant.
Denying the tenant the opportunity to participate in the final inspection increases the
likelihood of dispute and minimises discussion with the lessor or property manager

regarding the condition of the premises.

Further the term 'reasonable opportunity' is open to interpretation and has the potential to
be abused.

(,
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.

Recommendation 2: TAS recommends that c1. 22 of the Bill which inserts 527C (5) into the
RTA be amended to acknowledge the right oftenants to be present at the final inspection.

4.2 BackDatimgofContracts NotAllowed
Clause 22 of the Bill which inserts Section 27A into the RTA

TAS fully supports the proposed s27A of the RTA which states that written residential

tenancy agreement to be in prescribed form. However, the experience of TAS points to the

need for the Bill to include a provision which prohibits the lessor from presenting the tenant
a back dated residential tenancy agreement to sign. TAS has received calls from tenants

where their community housing provider or lessors request that they sign back dated
contracts. Back dated contracts have the potential to see tenants liable for something that

happened in the past and/orshorten the length of the tenancy.

C)

Recommendation 3: TAS recommends that no residential tenancy agreement which is

backdated be provided by lessor to the tenant to sign.

4.3

o

Option Fee - Restriction on Consideration for Tenancy Agreement
Clause 23 of the Bill which amends Section 27 of the RTA

C1. 23 of the Bill which amends 527 (2) of the RTA requires that lessors can 'charge tenants a
prescribed amount as an option to enter into the residential agreement. This option fee is to
be refunded or applied towards the rent under the agreement upon the option being
exercised, ifthe option is refused, the amount is refunded in cash, by electronic means or in

any other prescribed way to the tenant. There is no time limit prescribed under the

proposed s27 (2) on how long the lessor can take to exercise the option. This places tenants
in a very disadvantageous position, particularly tenants with lower-income may have
financial difficulties in paving the option fees. No prescribed time limit to exercise the option
or refund the option fee to the tenant places the tenants in a difficult position, as some
tenants who face financial difficulties need their option fee returned before they can apply
for another tenancy. It also allows unreasonable delay for the lessors to exercise the option

for tenants to enter into a tenancy application, causing tenants to be at risk of
homelessness.

7
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Recommendation 4: TAS recommendsthat a time limit of 7 days be prescribed for lessors to
exercise or refuse the option to enter into the tenancy agreement under clause 23 of the Bill
which amends section 27 (2) of the RTA.

Recommendation 5: TAS recommends that a time limit of 7 days be prescribed for lessors to
refund the option fee to tenants upon the option being exercised or upon the option being
refused.

4.4 Rentincrease Sections

Clauses 27 and 28 of the Bill which inserts Sections 30, 31A and 31.8 into the RTA

The Bill does not prescribe a maximum allowable rent increase. TAS has received calls
regarding steep rent increases in times of a sudden shortage of rental stock e. g. an influx of
workers in the mining industry.

The Australian Capital Territory Residential Tenancies Act 1997 came into force on I March
201.1. Section 68 of that Act provides a guideline for orders which refers to the Consumer
Price Index:

S 68(2)(0) of thotAct provides thot unless the tenontsoti^fies the Tribunol otherwise, o rent
increose is riot excessive ifitis less thon 20% greater thon ony increose in the index over the
periodsince the lostrentincreose orsince the beginning of the tenoncy (whichever is loter)

Further S 68(2)(b) of that Act provides that unless the 10ndlord soti$fi^s the Tritonol
otherwise, o rentincreose is excessive ifitis more than 20% greoter thon the incleose in the
Index over the period since the lost rent increose or since the beginning of the tendncy
(whichever is lotor).

,

,

,

Recommendation 6: TAS recommends that a maximum allowable rent increase be

prescribed to avoid exploitative rent increases,

I~
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4.5 Manner of Payment of Rent
Clause 32 of the Bill which inserts Section 34A into the RTA

The Bill states that tenants may pay rent in the form of cash, a cheque or under an
agreement between the lessors. Currently some forms of rent payments required by the
lessor incur fees and charges for the tenants effective Iy increasing the cost of renting and in
some cases significantly. Further TAS has received calls when a tenant has been breached

for rent arrears when the fee or charge was not met; an action not permissible under the
current Act. TAS is of the opinion that any costs which go to the collection of rent are the

lessor's responsibility.

The NSW Residential Tenancies Act 201.0 provides a guide on rent payment methods:

35 Monnerofpoymentofrent
(1) A fondlord, luridlord's o9ent or other person must notrequire o tenontto poy rent by o cheque or
other negotioble instrumentthotis post-doted,

MOXimum penolty: Zopenolty units.

.

2 A 10ndlord or luridlord's o ent must ermit o tenantto o the rent b otleost one meons or

which the tenant does not incur o cost other thon bonk ees or other occount ees usuoll

orthe tenont's trotsoctions Grid thotis reusonobl UVoiloble to the tenont

MOXimum penolty: Zopenolty units.
(3) A luridlord und the tenont inny, by ogreement, chonge the morinerin which renti^ payoble under
the residentioltenoncy ogreement.
(4) This section is o term of every residentioltenoncyogreement,

I~

Recommendation 7: TAS recommends that lessors provide tenants with at least one option
of rent payment method that is of no cost to the tenant.

4.6 RentReduction and QuietEnjoyment
Clause 30 of the Bill which amends Section 32 of the RTA

Recommendation 8: TAS recommendsthat c1. 30 of the Bill which amends s 32 of the RTA to

expand the grounds for an application for a rent reduction to include interference with the

right to privacy and quiet enjoyment.

o obje
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4.7 Quieten'joyment
Clauses 41 and 56 of the Bill which insert Section 44 and section 59E into the RTA

TAS is of the view that the proposed s44 and s59E do not provide adequate protection for
tenants. Through advice line and casework services, many instances of harassment and
intimidation have come to TAS' attention. For example, lessors who constantly go to the
house without notice, send an unreasonable number of letters and notices, "badmouth"
tenants to their employer or attend the tenant's place of employment, These practices
cause undue distress to tenants and in extreme cases have put the tenants' employment at

risk. The limited scope of the proposed 544 and 559E only provide the tenant's entitlement
to quiet enjoyment 'ofthe reinise' and the Bill does not add to it. Therefore, unreasonable
actions by lessor against the tenant are currently beyond the scope of the current Act or the
Bill.

Recommendation 9: TAS recommends that clauses 41 and 56 of the Bill which insert section

44 and 59E into the RTA be strengthened to include harassment and threats to the tenant

by removing the phrase "in the use by the tenant of the premises, "

4.8 Owners rightofemtry
Clause 4L of the Bill which inserts Sections 46(2) in and (8) into the RTA

The lessor under the ro OSed ss46 2 f and is re uired to ive reasonable notice and

,

enter at any reasonable time and reasonable number of occasions for the. purpose of
showing the premises to prospective tenants or purchasers. While reasonable time is
defined there is no definition of what constitutes reasonable notice or a reasonable number

of occasions.

,

,

Recommendation 1.0: TAS recommends that notice of riot less than 7 days nor more than 1.4

days in advance be given to tenants be included in clause 41 of the Bill which inserts
sections 46 (2)(f) and (g) into the RTA,

TAS does not oppose the proposed 55 46(2)(f) and (g) which do not prescribe the number of
occasions an owner can enter. However, tenants can experience substantial interference
with their privacy and quiet enjoyment of the premises due to owner's entry. Further TAS
has received calls regarding the inconvenience of 'home opens' which have continued for
more than 2 months asproperties remain on the market in the current climate.

(1)

10
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Recommendation 1.1: TAS recommends that c1. 41 of the Bill which inserts ss 46(2) in and

(g) into the RTA provide tenants with the ability to apply for a rent reduction if "home
opens" substantially interfere with their quiet enjoyment of the premises.

4.9 Domesticviolence

Clause 41 of the Bill which inserts Section 45 into the RTA

.
TAS has previously recommended to the Department of Commerce that as domestic

violence is a major cause of homelessness tenants who suffer domestic violence be given

protections under the RTA. Currently, there are no provisions in the Bill which address the

specific circumstances which arise for tenants who suffer domestic violence. TAS fully

supports c1. 73 of the Bill which amends s74 of the RTA which provides that a tenant may

apply to the court to terminate the residential tenancy agreement if the court is satisfied

that the tenant will suffer undue hardship. C1. 56 of the Bill which inserts s59C into the RTA

also allows recognition of certain persons as tenants upon application to court.

TAS is of the view that although tenants who suffer domestic violence have some protection

under the proposed s74 and s59C of the proposed changes to the RTA, the sections fall

short in addressing the possible implications of domestic violence perpetrated in rental
accommodation.

TAS points to legislation in NSW RTA 201.3. which addresses the matter comprehensive Iy as a

guide on the protection of Domestic Violence Victims. Under the NSW RTA 201.1:

S71 (2) 0 that Actsets out whotis o reosonoble excuse ortenont orlondlord to chon e the
o

lock of the premises. Under s71 (2) (d) '... ofter o tenont or occupont of residentiolpremises

wos prohibited from hoving occess to the residentiol premises by on OPPrehended violence

order. ,.' constitutes o 'reusonoble excuse'forthe tenontto chonge the lock of the premises.

Recommendation 1.2: TAS recommends that circumstances which the tenant or lessor are

allowed to change the lock of the premises be defined, using NSW RTA 201.1 as a guide.

II
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Recommendation 1.3: TAS recommends that tenant be able to change the IOCl< when the

tenant or occupant of the residential premises has been prohibited from having access to
the residential premises by a Violence Restraining Order.

4.10 Tenants andWater Services

Clause 44 of the Bill which inserts section 49A into the RTA

TAS is a consumer representative of the Water Services Customer Code Working Group that
is involved in making recommendations and participating in the development of the new
Water Services Customer Code which governs the relationship between the Water Service

Providers (WSP) and Consumers' TAS has worked closely with the working group,
Department of Housing, Department of Water, Department of Commerce and WA Council
on Social Services in identifying issues on the relationship between WSP and Tenants.

Currently in Western Australia, tenants do not pay water consumption directly to the Water
Service Providers and the relationship between tenants and WSP is not recognised. TAS was
informed that the yet to be introduced Water Bill and Water Services Customer Code will
riot include tenants under the definition of 'customers' and this is in equitable for tenants

who pay for water consumption. In WA, most tenants are responsible for water
consumption but do riot have a right to deal with WSP directly without the lessors' consent.
It is discretionary for lessors to provide tenants the authority to deal with WSP directly. The
issues that arise due to this arrangement are:

. Tenants' access to information/billing about the water consumption they pay

. Tenants' access to concession and hardship policy

. Authority to request for meter testing and reading which affect the water
consumption tenants pay

. Authority to request for reconnection due to disconnection or restriction of water
supply, This is crucial in cases of emergency when the owner of the property is not
available or refuses to contact WSP to reconnect water supply

. Tenants to have the option of making a complaint or dispute resolution regarding
the water consumption they pay

C1. 44 of the Bill which inserts s49A into the RTA prescribes the lessor's and tenant's
responsibilities in respect of public utility services. TAS acknowledges that tenants must pay
a charge in relation to a public utility services by reference to tenant's consumption and the
lessor has to provide the tenant full details of the account.

,

C)
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TAS submits that the proposed section 49A of the RTA is not enough to protect the tenants'
rights in regards to the public utility services they pay. TAS submits that it should be
mandatory and not up to the lessors' discretion for lessors to provide tenants the authority

to deal with the WSP for the reasons stated above which includes request for reconnection
of water supply, authority to speak to WSP to clarify any discrepancies in the water bill and

access to water concession etc. Iftenants have the authority to speak to WSP directly, most

disputes and queries about their water consumption bill can be resolved by a phone call to
the WSP. Tenants do riot need to access court remedies to resolve their water consumption

disputes as court procedures can be more costly and time consuming.

C>
Recommendation 1.4: TAS recommends that clause 44 of the Bill which inserts section 49A

into the RTA be strengthened to include that it is mandatory for the lessors to give tenants

^.!!^!19. LILY to deal with the Water Services Providers.

4.1. ,. Penalty and liquidated damages
Clause 54 of the Bill which amends Section 57 of the RTA

TAS supports the proposed amendment to 557(2A) of the RTA which prescribes a penalty of

$5000 for a lessor or property manager who executes a residential tenancy agreement with
a provision of the kind referred to in s57(,.) of the RTA. However, TAS submits that C!. 54 of

the Bill which amends s57(,.) of the RTA should clearly state and give examples of what are

payments that are not allowed to be charged to tenants. TAS has been working with

Department of Commerce on this section due to the confusion of what type of fees lessors

can charge tenants. For e. g. Lessors are riot allowed to charge a penalty fee if a tenant's rent
payment defaults under 557 of the RTA. However, in current practice there are real estate

agents and lessors who charge penalty fees to tenants in relation to rent payment defaults

and breach by the tenant. Re-inspection fees are commonly charged to tenants who are in

breach of their responsibilities under the RTA, and the real estate agent has to re-inspect

the property again after a breach notice is given. This allows for excessive and misuse of

breach notices, hence no control of the extra fees that tenants are liable for.

.

Recommendation 1.5: TAS recommends that clause 54 of the Bill which amends section 57

of the RTA include a reference to the regulations or provision that clearly states what kind of
fees are not allowed under that section.

13
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4.12 FairWearand Tearunderthe Bill

Section 38 and Section 42 of the RTA

The Bill does not have any amendments to provide greater clarity of the definition of "fair
wear and tear". TAS submits that specific reference to fair wear and tear would be of great
assistance to both owners and tenants. Under the proposed section 38, tenants are

responsible only for damage caused or permitted negligentty or intentionally. That tenants
are riot responsible for fair wear and tear is 1,012!!g. !^, however both public and private lessors
fail to recognise this limitation on the tenant's liability. This contributes to many disputes at
the end of the tenancy.

For example, a lessor may require a tenant who only lived in the property for one year to
replace the 30 years old carpet to brand new carpet as it is old and dirty. As there is no fair
wear and tear provision under the RTA, tenants rely on common law that fair wear and tear
is the lessor's responsibility. TAS submits that inclusion of specific reference to fair wear and
tear in the Bill would be an effective means of educating parties bound by the Act. TAS

submits that generally held principles could be included in the Act as a guide:

'Section 38n)(d) Tenontsshollnotbe heldresponsibleforfoir weorond teorto the premises
cousedby:

. The ordrnory operotibn of rioturolforces (such OS wind, ruin Gridsunli^ht)

. The ordrnorydoy to doy use of the premises by the tenont. "

,

,

Recommendation ,. 6; TAS recommends that there should be inclusion of specific reference
to fair wear and tear in the Bill.

4.13 WithoutGroundsTermination

Clause 63 of the Bill which inserts Section 64 into the RTA

TAS strongly opposes clause 63 of the Bill which inserts s64 into the RTA. The current
'without grounds' provisions (s64 of the RTA) are unfair, unreasonable and breach the
human right to housing (see article It International Covenant on Economic Social and

<1. )

1.4
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.

Cultural Rights and General Comment 4 of the United Nation Committee on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights). Owners and agents should not be able to terminate tenancies

without providing sufficient reasons. This provision denies the tenant access to the Court to
rule on whether the circumstances warrant termination as is the case if a breach of a term

of the tenancy is alleged, or if an owner claims hardship. Clause 63 of the Bill which inserts

564 into the RTA fails to recognise that the provision of housing, meeting as it does people's
basic needs and rights, is not coinparable to other contractual relations. There are amply
provisions under the Act for owners to protect their interests while complying with due

process. For example, c1. 73 of the Bill which amends s74 of the RTA allows owners to apply

to the Court for the termination of any tenancy on the basis of undue hardship and the

Court has a wide discretion to order such termination on appropriate terms.

C)
Referring to National Association of Tenants Organisation's (TAS is part of this organisation)

203.0 Report "A Better Lease on Life - Improving Australian Tenancy Law", landlords should

be allowed to give notices of termination on certain reasonable grounds only. These

grounds should be:

. Serious orpersistent breoch - including foilure to poy rent.

. Frustrotion - thotis, the premises ore uninhobitoble e. g. Premises mode unfit to live
in due to O riotUrOl di^OStef*

. Sole of premises - the controct of sole requires vocont possession. Londlords should
notbe o110wed to give notice on this groundduring thenkedterm o10 tenoncy.

. Londlord requires the premises for their own housing, or on jinmediote fomily
member's housing - 10ndlords should not be allowed to give notice on this ground

during the fixed term ofo tenoncy,

. Demolition, OPProved chonge of use or ino10r renovotion - fondlords should not be

o110wed to give notice on thi^ groundduring the fixed term of a tendncy.

. Tenont hos ceosed to be employed by the 10ndlord - grid the tenoncy orose out ofo

controct of employment between the 10ndlord ond the tenont, Grid the luridlord

needs the premises to house onother employee, Londlords should not be o110wed to

give notice on this ground during the fixed term ofo tenoncy.
. Tenont no longer errgiblefor housing o551stonce - e. g. Where o tenoncy is offered by

o SOCiolhousing provider.

o

Recommendation 17: TAS strongly recommends that section 64 'without grounds eviction'

inserted by clause 63 of the Bill be removed.

,. s
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4.1.4- 60 day notice period for"WithoutGroundTermination"
Clause 63 of the Bill which inserts Section 64 (2) into the RTA

In the event 'Without Ground Termination" provisions are retained, TAS proposes that 60
days is not a reasonable time in which to make the unexpected but significant financial
arrangements for 'without ground' termination. Recently, the new NSW RTA 201.0 has
amended the time frame from 60 days to 90 days.

TAS refers to National Association of Tenants Organisation 201.0 Report "A Better Lease on
Improving Australian Tenancy Law" for the recommended notice period forLife

terminations:

Frustration - where the premises are uninhabitable
other than for landlord's breach.

Sale of premises - where contract of sale requires
vacant possession (outside a fixed term agreement).
IThe landlord requires the housing for their own or
immediate family's housing outside a fixed term
agreement.

GroundsforTermination

Major renovation, change of use or demolition outside
a fixed tern agreement
Employment ended itemployment-related
accommodation.

End of eligibility for housing assistance
Serious or persistent breach

. unpaid rent more than 14days

. otherseriousbreach bytenant

,

,

Recommendation a. 8: TAS recommends that the notice period for "Without Ground

Termination" be extended to reflect the length of the tenancy and circumstances of
termination.

:':; ;;*,,,*,,, ;'*;$;jigj**,,*:;,;!,;'; I'$';:?*,*;t* :';';*::!*,';;;;;;;*;t;;;

Recommended Notice Period

,. 1. .-;j*,-j-,.,,--,: ^I^q;$,:*,;;, a^. .,,**:,*:,,*,,;;, ,. y;:*;1:44:1;$;,*a

1:4:41*;$kiti\!;**;,;-tv :;*$**;*;*I\ <4**;**!:it;!.:;;,:*,! *.? .*; :': ;:* ';**;;,; $':'.- ";;,*,,*:*, * *,':'*.*, 1:47. * ,

Filthy;tA it**,:$$;* !**"'"*",*'*"$--.*;*-*11;**;

4.1.5Abandonment

Clause 74 of the Bill which inserts section 76A (1) into the RTA

41.11*:,*',,., ILL* .", ,-,*! ~ ,;.,;.,':. g' - .,,;*;**4*F','*" "" ''E. """'*' I

46thbittii3*;;;$43<*;;;!;!;**;*;*;!;i;#$11$1;?!*;!*

$1444^#*;*;*$*;*;!;;$44"*${I 6:<:**^^--^,. slit;I;., r;I*,*;,;:#*:;;;$*Aji\;;:-\It

C!. 74 of the Bill which inserts s76A(,.) into the RTA states that if a lessor suspects on

reasonable grounds that a tenant has abandoned the residential premises, the lessor may

(~\
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give a written notice to the tenant terminating the agreement. Under the proposed s76A

(3), the tenant has 7 days after the notice is given to take action if not the tenant is to be
taken to have abandoned the premises.

TAS is of the view that this section is unclear and detrimental to tenants who have valid

reasons for leaving the property for more than 7 days, and are unable to respond to the

notice. This can be going on a holiday, visiting friends or family in another country,

emergency situations which include hospitalisation, In the situation where tenants have

given the lessor notice of their departure from the property, the lessor should be not able to

termination the residential tenancy agreement under clause 74 of the Bill which inserts
576A into the RTA.

.

Recommendation 3.9: TAS recommends that clause 74 of the Bill which inserts s76A (1) into
the RTA include circumstances of what constitutes or does not constitute 'reasonable

grounds' to suspect that a tenant has abandoned the residential premises.

4.16 Bond

Clause 87 of the Bill which inserts Schedule I Division 2 into the RTA

o

Clause 87 of the Bill which inserts Schedule I Division 2, d 5A into the RTA prescribes a
maximum period of 1.4 days for lessor to pay the security bond moneys to the bond

administrator. However, there is no time limit for lessors to sign the bond disposal form and

return the bond money to the tenant. Under the proposed Schedule I, Division 2 d 8, if

lessor does riot make an application to dispose the bond money to the tenant, the tenant

can apply to the court ,. 4 days after the tenant has delivered up vacant possession of the
property.

A huge proportion of calls that TAS receive are on bond disputes (out of 5955 advice given

by TAS in 201.0, 928 number of advice relates to bond). TAS submits that tenants are

disadvantaged when there is no prescribed time limit for the lessor to return them their

bond money. TAS often receives calls from tenants who say that their lessor has taken
weeks, and sometimes even months, to return them their bond money. As most tenants are

also intimidated by going to court, they choose not to make a court application to dispose
the bond money, and rather forfeit their bond money. TAS submits that this problem can be

17
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reduced by stating a time limit for lessors to apply to the bond administrator to dispose the
bond money, This in turn will save court fees and the court's time.

Recommendation 20: TAS recommends that the Bill prescribes a time limit of 1.4 days after
the termination of a tenancy to make an application to the bond administrator to dispose
the bond money, or otherwise agreed in writing between tenant and lessor.

4.1.7 Social Housing Provisions
Clause 92 of the Bill that inserts Part V Division 3, Sections73. A- 73.1 into the RTA

TAS has been involved in the review of the current Residential Tenancies Act ,. 987 since

2001 and has made numerous submissions and some of the recommendations have been

adopted in the Bill. However, a real concern is that TAS and other housing consumer groups
and organisations were not consulted over the inclusion of Social Housing provisions in the
Bill. The provisions were not included in the original Review of the RTA and TAS is extremely
concerned that it and other community organisations have been denied the opportunity to
respond to these proposals which will impact heavily on those with low income and a
limited choice of housing.

,

Is there a right to housing?

Every person has the right to an adequate standard of living, which includes the right to
adequate housing (International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, article
II. ).

The rightto housing is more thon simply o right to shelter. iris o right to hove somewhere to
five thotis odequote. Whether housing is odequote depends on o ronge offoctorsindudrng:

. legolsecurityoftenure

. ovoilobilityofservices, muteriols, fociliti^s ondinfrostructure

. offordobi7ity

. occessihility

. bob^^obil^ty

. IOCotion

. culturolodequocy.

,

,

*
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The inclusion of SOCia! Housing provisions in the Bill may also contravene the Universal

Declaration on Human Rights. Australia was one of the eight nations involved in drafting the

Universal Declaration on Human Rights. In the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, two
articles are relevant:

Artide 7.

All ore equol before the low ond ore entitled without ony discrimination to equolprotection
of the low. All ore entitled to equolprotection o901nst ony di^criminotion in violot^^n of this
Deciorotion and o901nst ony incitement to such di^criminotibn.

Art^^^e 25,

(1) Everyone hos the rightto OStondordofliving odequoteforthe he@1th ond well-being of
himselfond of his fomilyrlhdudrngfood, clothing, housing gridmedicolcore ondnecessory
SOCiolsen/ices, ond the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disobility,
widowhood, old o9e orotherlockofliVefihoodin circumstonces beyondhis control.
(2) Motherhood Grid childhood ore entitled to speciol core ond o551stonce. All children,
whether born in or out of wedlock, shonenjoy the some SOCiolprotection.

.

Clause 92 of the Bill which inserts Division 3 Social Housing Provisions into the RTA allows

fewer restrictions and more grounds for Social Housing providers to terminate Social

Housing tenancy agreements. TAS strongly opposes the proposed Division 3 of the RTA and

is of the opinion that this Division is very detrimental to tenants' rights. The proposed
insertion of Division 3 in the RTA is also inconsistent with Article 7 and Article 25 of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The proposed Social Housing provisions in Division 3

of the RTA places Social Housing tenants in a very disadvantageous position by reinforcing
unbalanced bargaining power between Social Housing tenants and Social Housing providers.
The Bill has prescribed provisions on grounds a lessor can terminate the residential tenancy
agreements so by allowing more grounds for Social Housing providers to terminate Social

Housing tenancy agreements; it is a direct discrimination on Social Housing Tenants. Social

Housing tenants and private tenants should be equally protected by the Bill. Discrimination

of Social Housing Tenants by giving them less protection under the Bill compared to private

tenants is in violation of Article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

o

The proposed Division 3 also violates Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights as it restricts the tenants' right to housing and social services by prescribing more
grounds to terminate their social housing tenancy agreements. Termination of Social

Housing tenancy agreements as a result of objectionable behaviour which may be caused by
"unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or lack of livelihood in

circumstances beyond his (the tenants') control" is also a violation of Article 25 because the

Social Housing provider is not providing a 'right to security' in these events.

1.9
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Recommendation 2, .: TAS recommends that Clause 92 of the Bill which inserts Division 3 in

the RTA be removed to provide equal protection to both private and social housing tenants.

Recommendation 22: TAS recommends that Sections 71(3A)-(3C) of the RTA which is

amended by Clause 93 of the Bill be removed.

4.18Terminatiom of social housing agreement due to objectionable
behaviour

Clause 95 of the Bill which inserts Section 75A in the RTA

TAS is of the opinion that c1. 95 of the Bill which inserts 575A in the RTA should be abolished
as strategies on objectionable behaviour should focus on intervention rather than
termination. Social Housing providers can seek termination under the proposed s39 and s73
(1) if tenants are involved in such behaviour. There is an imbalance of power between
tenants and lessors and this is further exacerbated by the proposed s75A which further
allows objectionable behaviour as a ground for termination for social housing providers
when such termination can already be sought under s39, 573(I. ) and 564 proposed by the
Bill.

Under the proposed ^. Z, ^_(^! of the RTA, o lessor inoy OPPly to court under o residentiol
tenoncy ogreement if the court is soti$;fi^d thot the tenont hos intentibnolly or recklessly
coused orpermitted, oris likely intention oily orrecklessly to couse orpermit, serious doino9e
to the premises orinj'ury to the lessororthe property monogerofthe premises oronyperson
in occupotion of orpermittedon o410centpremises.

Under the proposeds39 of the RTA, iris o term of every resident^^Itenoncy ogreementthot
the tenont sholl not use the premises, or couse or permit the premises to be used, for ony
me901 purpose ond shoji not couse or permit o nutsonce. If the tenont is in breoch of the
proposed s39 of the RTA, the lessor inoy seek terminotion of the res^dentiol tenoncy
ogreementoftergiving the tendntthe correctnotice under 562 the RTA.

Clause 95 of the Bill which inserts s. 75A into the RTA allows for termination of a social

housing tenancy agreement due to objectionable behavior. This wording implies a lower
threshold to the proposed s 73 'serious damage or injury' of the RTA.

.

,

(,
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.

Without first havin to issue the tenant with a notice of breach of the tenancy agreement,
the Social Housing Provider will be able to apply to the Magistrate's Court. If satisfied that
the tenant has:

. Used the SOCiolhousing premises, or coused orpermitted the SOCiolhousing premises
to be used, for on illegolpurpose; or

o Caused orpermittedo nuisonce by the use of the SOCiolhousingpremises; or

. Intelj'ered, or coused orpermitted ony in ten'erence, with the reosonoble pegce,
comfort orprivocy o10nyperson who resides in the jinmedrote vicinity of the
premises

.
'Nuisance' in this section is intended to be less than a nuisance at law (see Explanatory
Memorandum of the Bill). Presumably, this means there is a lower threshold of nuisance

operating in relation to social housing tenants who are reported by neighbours as being
more than a mere annoyance or inconvenience. As this provision does not apply to tenants
in private rental it is a very obvious discrimination towards sodal housing tenants.

The current response in the Department Of Housing's Disruptive Behaviour Management
Strategy is to issue a strike and if three strikes are issued within 1.2 months, legal action will

commence. However, under the proposed provision, the test is simply whether the court is

satisfied that the tenant's behaviorjustifies terminating the agreement. As such, a tenancy
agreement may be terminated after one occurrence of what is determined to be disruptive
behavior.

o CIOuse 95 of the Bill which Ihserts s. 75A (3) into the RTA provides thot the court MAY hove
regord when determining whether the behovior justifies terminotion of the tenancy
ogreement:

. Whether the behoviorwosrecurrent

. Howfrequentlythebehovioroccurred

. Seriousnessofthebehovior

but the court is not limited to only these matters (under the proposed s. 75A(4)).

Under the current Department of Housing's Disruptive Behaviour Management Strategy,
immediate legal action will be taken to terminate the tenancy only when dangerous
behavior occurs. Whereas under the proposed amendment, immediate legal action can be
taken regardless of whether the behavior is dangerous or it could be merely nuisance.

21
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Without providing tenants with a strike warning, this could potentially lead to an increase in
legal action against social housing tenants for objectionable behavior.

TAS is of the view that Social Housing provisions of the Bill have a very real potential to

impact disproportionately on Aboriginal people, tenants with children and their children,
people with intellectual disability or mental illness, women in situations of domestic
violence and people of cultural and linguistically diverse origin thereby considered as
discrimination under the Equal Opportunity Act 1,984. It is unlawful under the EOC Act to
treat a person unfairly on grounds, but riot limited to, of their race, sex, impairment. The
Equal Opportunity Commission states that indirect discrimination occurs:

I. .when on OPPorently neutrolrule hos o negotive effect on o substontiblly higher
proportion of people of uporticulorroce, compared topeople of onother roce, grid
tos such) the rule is unreosonoble in the circumstonces. '

The EOC Finding A Place Report was the result of a lengthy investigation into the policy and
practices of the Department of Housing with respect to the impact on Aboriginal people.
The Report included some of the views of Aboriginal tenants had in relation to anti-social
behaviour including that neighbours would report trivial matters such as children running
across lawns; the neighbours'. position was always believed over that of the Aboriginal
tenant; many matters were reported to the Department (as the Property owner) which
would be unlikely to be reported if the tenant was in a private rental property; and

. neighbours often complained just because of the number of visitors at a tenancy which did
not necessarily mean anti-social behaviour was occurring.

I

,

In a response to the announcement in 2009 by Minister of Housing of a review into the anti
social behaviour policy of the Department, the EOC believed that:

Where it ISProposed to provide legolly enforceoble meons to terminote o tenoncy OS o result
of ontisociolbehoviour*,. it needs to be bolonce o901nst:

I. The rights of children - bel^^ving it uriconscionoble ... to render children homeless OS
o result of the ontisociolbehoviourofthe porents, .

2. The Deportment's speciolposition OS the house provider of lostresort;
3. the difficulty of women in situotibns of domestic violence;
4. Speciolconsiderotion where ontisociolbehoviour inoy be ottributoble to intellectuol

disobi7ity or meritoli71ness.

(1)
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,

Clearly there is no requirement which considers the above factors under the proposed
s. 75A(3) of the RTA. Australian Human Rights Commission states that access to safe and
secure housing is one of the most basic human rights. These human rights are protected by
a number of international human rights treaties, including the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Ri hts (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic Social and

^^.!^^L^^ (ICESCR), the Convention on the Ri hts of the Child (CRC) and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

A person who is homeless may be facing violations of the right to an adequate standard of
living, the right to education, the right to liberty and security of the person, the right to
privacy, the right to social security, the right to freedom from discrimination, the right to
vote and many more.

(.>

For more information see the Australian Human Rights Commission's 2008 discussion paper,
Homelessness is a Human Ri hts Issue.

Cose exomple

An Aboriginolfomily with 3 young children wos evicted by the Deportment of Housing due to onti-
SOCiol behoviour. The fomily's only option has been to move from the South-west region to the
Goldyields to stoy with extended fomily. Consequently the children hove been uprooted from their
school ond their community. All coinploints of onti-SOCiol behoviour comefrom the neighbours who
hod Itsue with how the fomily lived. The Deportment took the view of the neighbours without ony
ofscussion with the tenonts. The tenonts believed thottheirbehoviourwos normol.

o
The fomily is coregorised OS dysfunctiono1 with numerous meritol ond medicolissues. An adult

suffered o broin injury, o diTect result being issues with ringer monogement, The Deportment
originolly said thot they would extend the tenoncy for 6 months to closely monitor tenonts but
insteod took them to court. No meatotion wos offered by the Deportment between the tenonts grid
the neighbours ond there wos no relferrol of the tenonts to relevont services such OS Supported
Housing Assistonce Progrom. At the time of the eviction, the tenonts were engoging with services OS
recommended by other community providers und hod stopped the behovioui:. however systemic
issues such OS origer monogement were still being oddress. Despite these positive octions, the
tenonts were stillevictedby the Deportment of Housing,
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The proposed insertion of s75A into the RTA allows termination of social housing tenancy
agreement due to objectionable behaviour. TAS is strongly opposed to people being made
homeless due to objectionable or anti-social behaviour. This includes behaviour arising from

mental illness, disability and social exclusion. Removing a person or a family from a tenancy
does not assist in any way with addressing the underlying causes of objectionable
behaviour. Social housing is the housing provider of the last resort for most people, serving
those most in need within the society. It is for this reason that it has a primary responsibility
to address the issues behind objectionable behaviour rather than seek to evict these
tenants. Social Housing providers can seek termination under the proposed 539 and s73 (,.)
if tenants are involved in such behaviour. There is an imbalance of power between tenants

and lessors and this is further exacerbated by the proposed s75A which further allows
objectionable behaviour as a ground for termination for social housing providers when such
termination can already be sought under the proposed 539, 573(,.) and 564.

Recommendation 23: TAS strongly recommends that Clause 95 which inserts Section 75A
into the RTA 'termination of social housing tenancy agreement due to objectionable
behaviour' be removed from the Bill.

.
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,

TAS supports the positive changes in the Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill 201.1 that
increased the protection of tenants. TAS is involved in the drafting and development of the
Bill since 2001 and is the peak organisation in Western Australia on giving tenancy advice
and education to the community. The comments and recommendations in this report aim to

provide further clarification on some issues in the Bill, and also to provide further protection
of tenants. The unbalanced power between lessors and tenants should also be closely
examined to allow both parties equal protection under the Bill.

(,)
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Recommendation I: TAS recommends that 7 days be prescribed in ct. 22 of the Billin which

the lessor is to conduct a final inspection, prepare a report and provide it to the tenant.

Recommendation 2: TAS recommends that c1. 22 of the Bill which inserts 527C (5) into the
RTA be amended to acknowledge the right oftenantsto be present at the final inspection.

Recommendation 3: TAS recommends that no residential tenancy agreement which is

backdated be provided by lessor to the tenant to sign.

o

Recommendation 4: TAS recommendsthat a time limit of 7 days be prescribed for lessors to

exercise or refuse the option to enter into the tenancy agreement under clause 23 which

amends section 27 (2) of the RTA.

Recommendation 5: TAS recommendsthat a time limit of 7 days be prescribed for lessors to

refund the option fee to tenants upon the option being exercised or upon the option being
refused.

Recommendation 6: TAS recommends that a

prescribed to avoid exploitative rent increases.

Recommendation 7: TAS recommends that lessors provide tenants with at least one option
of rent payment method that is of no cost to the tenant.

Recommendation 8: TAS recommendsthat c1. 30 of the Bill which amends s 32 of the RTA to

expand the grounds for an application for a rent reduction to include interference with the

right to privacy and quiet enjoyment.

o
Recommendation 9: TAS recommends that clauses 41 and 56 of the Bill which insert section

44 and 59E into the RTA be strengthened to include harassment and threats to the tenant

by removing the phrase "in the use by the tenant of the premises. "

Recommendation 1.0: TAS recommends that notice of riot less than 7 days nor more than 1.4

days in advance be given to tenants be included in clause 41 of the Bill which inserts

sections 46 (2)(f) and (g) into the RTA.

maximum

Recommendation ,. I: TAS recommends that c1. 41 of the Bill which inserts ss 46(2) (f) and
(g) into the RTA provide tenants with the ability to apply for a rent reduction if ''home
opens" substantially interfere with their quiet enjoyment of the premises.

allowable rent increase be

Recommendation 1.2: TAS recommends that circumstances which the tenant or lessor are

allowed to change the IOCl< of the premises be defined, using NSW RTA 2011 as a guide.
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Recommendation ,. 3: TAS recommends that tenant be able to change the lock when the

tenant or occupant of the residential premises has been prohibited from having access to
the residential premises by a Violence Restraining Order.

Recommendation ,. 4: TAS recommends that clause 44 of the Bill which inserts section 49A

into the RTA be strengthened to include that it is mandatory for the lessors to give tenants
authority to deal with the Water Services Providers.

Recommendation ,. 5: TAS recommends that clause 54 of the Bill which amends section 57

of the RTA include a reference to the regulations or provision that clearly states what kind of
fees are not allowed under that section.

Recommendation 1.6: TAS recommends that there should be inclusion of specific reference
to fair wear and tear in the Bill.

Recommendation 1.7: TAS strongly recommends that section 64 'without grounds eviction'
inserted by clause 63 of the Bill be removed.

Recommendation 3.8: TAS recommends that the notice period for "Without Ground

Termination" be extended to reflect the length of the tenancy and circumstances of
termination.

Recommendation 1.9: TAS recommends that clause 74 of the Bill which inserts s76A (,.)into
the RTA include circumstances of what constitutes or does not constitute 'reasonable

grounds' to suspect that a tenant has abandoned the residential premises.

Recommendation 20: TAS recommends that the Bill prescribes a time limit of 1.4 days after
the termination of a tenancy to make an application to the bond administrator to dispose
the bond money, or otherwise agreed in writing between tenant and lessor.

Recommendation 21: TAS recommends that Clause 92 of the Bill which inserts Division 3 in

the RTA be removed to provide equal protection to both private and social housing tenants.

Recommendation 22: TAS recommends that Sections 71(3A)-(3C) of the RTA which is

amended by Clause 93 of the Bill be removed.

Recommendation 23: TAS strongly recommends that Clause 95 which inserts Section 75A
into the RTA 'termination of social housing tenancy agreement due to objectionable
behaviour' be removed from the Bill.

.
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